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Ms. Theresa Christine De La Torre
Director
School of Deaf Education and Applied Studies

Joy Cristal (MA in Psychology) Senior Counselor
Counseling and Resource Unit for Deaf Esteem and Formation
Also serve as coordinator for La Sallian Ministry for the Deaf
(Spiritual Development of the Deaf)

Jonathan Tusalem (Candidate, MA in Language Teaching)
Consultant, Deaf Studies Unit and Languages Area
Faculty, Language Core Track (Filipino Sign Language and English Language)
Nimfa Viernes (Pursuing MA in Mathematics; BS in Architecture)
Consultant, Mathematics and Multimedia Arts Area
Faculty, Math core track and Design subjects

Ma. Veronica Templo (Pursuing MA in Curriculum Instruction; BSEd in Special Education)
Coordinator, Academics
Faculty, Education core Track

Ms. Cynthia Alcantara (Pursuing PhD in Educational Psychology; MA in Educational Management)
Head, Training, R&Isearch and Evaluation Office